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Improper Use

Logo Variasions

Proper Use of Logo

     This guide is to help you properly use the logo I have provided for you. 
Because a logo is your corprate identity this guide will show correct use of 
the logo to serve as your identity for years to come.
First is the correct variasions of the logo that can be used, depending on 
the situation. Just a plain text logo with a line under the text is the most 
ideal for most situations with the six changin colors for special situations, 
coloring will be discused in further detail later, as well the option to do a 
reverse logo with white letters and a colored backgorund.
Improper use would be slanting the letters, a strike through it, one solid 
color, a thick stroke around the letters, using any type of graphic along 
side the logo, or adding any type of effect to it (drop shadow, emboss, 
wrap, etc.. see pg 2). 

Logo Specifications

These are the specifications for the logo which include text, color, 
the line, the six, and the background that is used for letterheads and 
business cards.

Text

    The main logo design text is BlairMDLTC TT Medium. If the logo is used 
with the Designs or Measurable Results added texts they will be used with 
Lucida Bright regular to complement the logo text. 
The point size for each of these will change depending on the desired 
size but if the Designs is used with the logo the it must be at least four (4) 
points smaller and if the Measurable Results slogan is used with the logo 
then the Measurable must be at least four (4) points smaller then logo with 
the Results being three (3) points smaller then the Measurable and centered 
under it.

The Line

    The Line will be a straight line that sits under the main logo, but not 
touching, to give it emphasis with a weight or stroke of three (3) points no 
more no less. It will be positioned with the right side edge meeting the T 
precisely the left end will run off the page when it is able to if not then it 
will end lined up with the P.



Color

Background

    The background will be a light tan that will fill the page that will be 
used. It has a 35% opacity with these color specs. 

CMYK
    0, 24, 58, 0
RGB
    254, 199, 124
HSB
    33, 50, 99

CMYK
    2, 63, 91, 0
RGB
   239, 124, 50
HSB
    22, 78, 93

CMYK
    75, 5, 100, 0
RGB
   65, 173, 73
HSB
    124, 62, 67

CMYK
  100, 0, 0, 0
RGB
  0, 174, 239
HSB
    196, 100, 93

The 6

    The 6 which replaces the C when spelling project is used with a 
varity of colors to add a little varity to the logo if the situation calls for 
it.

FEC77C

Orange Green Blue

EF7C32 41AD49 00AEEF

CMYK
    0, 0, 100, 0
RGB
   255, 242, 0
HSB
    56, 100, 100

CMYK
    15, 100, 100, 0
RGB
  210, 35, 42
HSB
    357, 83, 82

Text (color)

Yellow Red

FFF200 D2232A

Stationary Items
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